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ABSTRACT

Developed neural networks as an output could have numerous potential outputs caused by numerous combinations of input values. When we are in position to find optimal combination of input values for achieving specific output value within neural network model it is not a trivial task. This request comes from profiling purposes if, for example, neural network gives information of specific profile regarding input or recommendation system realized by neural networks, etc. Utilizing evolutionary algorithms like particle swarm optimization algorithm, which will be illustrated in this chapter, can solve these problems.

INTRODUCTION

Neural networks are not self-explainable regarding to their nature, and it is challenging to find out right methodology, which will find logical and explainable connections between inputs and outputs. These connections and their explanation are not linear and it cannot be observed in that way, but finding typical (optimal) mixture of input values in a neural network for achieving desired output is a great movement. Usage of neural networks for constructing predictive models is a demanding process. It demands precise and objective determination of sample construction, target variable construction, attribute relevance analysis, model testing and many other activities, which will guarantee that developed model is robust, stable, reliable and predictive.
If we are talking about predictive models with binominal output and predictive models based on logistic regression, neural networks or similar techniques, than determination of initial states of variable values for achieving specific output are relatively simple. It can be a manual process, but achievable from perspective of human effort.

Reason why someone would like to find out which values of input variables will cause best fit for specific output is that we would like to find out typical case, or profile. That means if we would like to find out typical profile of churner based on developed binominal predictive model we should find combination of input values which will result with maximum output value in zone of wanted output.

Things became more complicated when we have multinominal output from predictive models.

Main advantage of binominal output usage is ability to understand relations between target variable and potential predictors and business logic check.

From technical point of view, data mining techniques like neural networks, and logistic regression by the nature of their algorithms, prefer to operate with values between 0 and 1. Dummy variables could be interpreted as membership declaration with 0 and 1 values. If some value belongs into specific class represented as dummy variable, it is true and dummy variable has value “1” otherwise “0”.

Robust and stable predictive models have few attributes incorporated into model. It could be 6-10 of most predictive attributes. As it is evident initial data sample could contain more than hundreds of potential predictors. Some of them are original variables from databases as socio demographic values assigned to each customer, and other has behavioural characteristics defined by experts and extracted from existing transactional data.

Attribute relevance analyse has two important functions:

- Recognition of most important variables which has greatest impact on target variable
- Understanding relations and logic between most important predictor and target variable, and understanding relations and logic between most important predictors from target variable perspective

Contrary to assurance that powerful hardware and sophisticated software can substitute need for attribute relevance analysis, attribute relevance analysis is important part of each kind of analysis which operates with target variable. Recognition of most important variables which has greatest impact on target variable reduces redundancy and uncertainty at model development process stage. It provides robustness of the model and model reliability. Attribute relevance analyi beside importance measuring, evaluates attribute characteristics. Attribute characteristics evaluation includes measuring attribute values impact on target variables. It helps on understanding relations and logic between most important predictor and target variable, and understanding relations and logic between most important predictors from target variable perspective. After attribute relevance analysis stage, analyst has initial picture about churner profile and behaviour. This stage often opens many additional questions related to revealed relations and sometimes induces construction of new behavioural (derived) variables, which also should pass attribute relevance analysis process.

From perspective of predictive modelling there are two basic data sample types for predictive churn model development:

- Data sample with binominal target variable
- Data sample with multinominal target variable
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